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Abstract--Evolution of computer based interaction has been
through a number of phases. From command line interface to
menu driven environment to Graphics User Interface, the
communication has evolved to a better user friendly
environment. A new form of communication is on the rise and
that is Gesture Based Communication, which is a touch free
environment basically. Although its applications are mainly for
deaf community but smart mobiles, laptops and other similar
devices are encouraging this new kind of communication. Sign
languages all over the world have a dictionary of signs of several
thousand words. Mostly these signs are word based which means
that these signs do not make use of basic alphabet signs, rather a
new sign has to be designed for every new word added to the
dictionary. This paper suggests use of spelling-based gestures
especially while communicating with smart phones and laptops.
Keywords—Feature extraction; human computer interaction;
image segmentation; object recognition

I.

INTRODUCTION

A “sign” means a meaningful unit element of
communication in a sign language. A sign may be a simple
sign or it may represent a word. Signs may represent hand
gestures or other signs. Whole sign recognition system works
around to identify signs conveyed in a gesture. Sign languages
pose the challenge that there is unfortunately no international
sign language. All sign languages suffer from lack of rules and
regulations [1], [2].
A gesture conveys an information. When we press a key,
although it creates a piece of information but it is not a
gesture, so we need a different class of input devices to
understand gestures. Human hand and fingers have larger
degree of freedom as compared to mouse or other pointing
devices. The human hand has roughly 27 degrees of freedom.
While dealing with hand gestures we need to learn two
concepts:


Hand posture: A hand posture is a simple hand sign
that has no hand movement.

 Hand gesture: A hand gesture is collection of one or
more continuous hand postures. When we hold our fist
in a particular way it is a hand posture. A hand gesture
is a dynamic movement, such as moving hand to wish
farewell [3].
Many fiction writers like in “Star Trek” had foreseen this
future development and used these ideas in the movies. They
used the idea of shouting in space and let the computer
process the command [3]. Another way has been Gaze
Detection, use of Bolt added gaze detection to improve the
interface. There were up to thirty different moving images at a
time on wall with all sound tracks as one track. Gaze detection
helped to resize moving images.
The gesture-based input gives us a natural and interactive
interface. When we use touch free interface we can be more
focused on our problem rather than the input [4]. The
following are the application areas of hand gestures system:
A. Evolution of Sign Language
Gestures have gained popularity all over the world for
communication with smart devices. Another major area is
helping deaf community to make smooth interaction with
mobile and computers. American Sign Language (ASL) and
British Sign Language (BSL) are based on English language
[5]-[7] whereas, German Sign Language (GSL) [8],
Argentinian Sign Language (ArSL) [9], Indian Sign Language
(ISL) [10], Persian sign language[11],
Arabian Sign
Language [12], [13] and Chinese Sign Language (CSL) [14]
are also among the well-known sign languages.
B. Robot Control
Robot control is another area where gestures are highly
useful. One interesting application of robotics, i.e. all finger
gestures are assigned special meaning e.g. 1 may mean come
forward. These systems used one hand fingers only.
C. Gestures in Graphic Editing
In this hand gesture movement is tracked and depending
on the movement of hand a particular action is taken care of.
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Min et al. has involved 12 dynamic gestures to make tools
available for creating graphic systems [15]. It uses building
blocks like triangle, rectangular, circle, arc, lines for creating
the environment for various graphics functions.

user and elicits a more positive and powerful emotional
response. A more intuitive approach to usage that allows us to
get into the app’s content more directly and simply makes our
apps more attractive and, therefore, more highly rated.

D. Virtual Environments (VEs)
Another popular application of gestures is virtual
environments VEs for 3D pointing gesture recognition.

Reason 4: Gesture-based
evolving and is a game changer

E. Numbers Identification
Gestures are used to identify numbers. Elmezain et al. has
proposed algorithm for recognition of Arabic numbers in real
time using HMM [16].

approach

is

constantly

The gesture-based approach is constantly evolving and, in
the future when combined with voice recognition, it may well
turn out to be a game changer.

F. 3D Modeling
Sign languages are more powerful in building 3D models,
sometimes even hand shadows are used to build 2D and 3D
objects [17].

Usually gestures are a part of a continuous sequence of
signs. This is very active area of research in gesture
recognition as it is very hard to locate start and end of a
gesture. Different signers have different gesture boundaries
thus making it quite hard to enumerate all gestures. A signer
gives a gesture starting from a pause state and ending in a
pause state even when gesturing continuously [3].

The following are the reasons, why users love gesturebased interface:

The following performance parameters were kept in mind
during the design of the research:

Gestures are most ancient way of communication. Even
for a foreign language communication, where we fail to use
words, we speak our mind by using our hands, and you can be
sure that you’ll have a good chance of being understood.
Moreover regardless of nationality, No matter where
you come from, you have the same methods of indicating that
something is big, that the meal you’ve just eaten was tasty or
that something smells awful.
Reason 2: Trend of adopting gesture-based design in
applications
In last few years, the trend of adopting gesture-based
design in applications (mobile applications) has become more
common thanks to growing usage of devices with touchscreen
interfaces. In the not-so-distant past, everyone mainly used
mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. This new
segment of devices requires a completely new approach to the
problem, because the interface that we will be working with is
different. It’s worth pointing out that we can use these new
devices on our lap or on the table, so both hands are free. This
wipes out a whole load of restrictions so designers are able to
discover and develop new solutions in the area of interfaces
and interactions.
Reason 3: Touch Free interface is fun and invokes
Powerful Response
The popularity of applications such as Snap Chat or Tinder
has influenced users' awareness and feel of interfaces based on
gestures. This has opened up the option of honing app design
down to simplicity by getting rid of some visual elements of
navigation. A key trend to notice in this field is the gradual
disappearance of differences between popular platforms (iOS,
Android) and increasing unification in terms of possible
interactions based on gestures.

Recognition time: A good recognition time varies from
0.25 to 0.50 seconds.
Continuous and automatic recognition: System
accuracy should be high enough to recognize many dynamic
gestures in one go.
Recognition Accuracy: A good accuracy rate varies in
between 80-90 percent [18], [19].
Gesture based systems are affected by image transition,
scaling and illumination affects. Response time and the cost of
interpretation of gesture are other important factors that
measure the effectiveness of the system [20]. Fig. 1 shows few
such factors. Our goal is to help this disabled population and
side by side providing a touch free environment for our smart
devices [21].

Transition

Gesture System Challanges

Reason 1: It is the safest method to communicate

Simpler design and unified solutions allow the user to
concentrate fully on the content and absorb it in a more
intuitive way. This type of application is way more fun for the

Gesture Challange

Scaling

Illumination

Response Time
System challange

Cost

Fig. 1. Gesture system challenges.
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We can see here some sign languages use two hand
gestures while some use one hand gesture.
II.

PROPOSED APPROACH

Most of the sign languages used are using word based
gestures, which means suppose there are 5000 words in the
sign language and we need to add one more word to our
gesture database, we will need a new gesture which does not
base on any algorithm or automata structure. So whenever a
new word becomes part of sign language, the word gesture has
to be learned.
The proposed spelling based gestures are based on the
fact that alphabets make words. So static gestures can be used
to form gestures for dynamic gestures. In this way whenever
new words are added to dictionary of sign language, there will
be no need to learn a new sign. New words will be actually
sequence of static signs.
Fig. 2. Few words in Persian Sign language.

Different words have different gestures in different sign
languages, e.g. the word “date” in Persian Sign Language has
same symbol as that of Seen ( )سin Pakistan Sign Language
and the gesture for the word “sentence” in Persian Sign
Language resembles the symbol laam( )لin Urdu language.
That means there are no universal signs [11], [22], [23]. Fig. 2
shows few word based signs in Persian sign language.
As compared to verbal languages, sign languages are
regional languages. Even in Arab countries lots of efforts have
been made to establish same standard sign language used in
individual countries [7]. The significance of using hand
gestures for communication becomes clearer when sign
language is considered. Sign language uses gestures, postures,
and facial expressions to identify the signer’s input [3], [24].

Moreover, if word gestures are spelling based, we can use
any technique like regular expression, expression tree or finite
automata for gesture recognition. The gesture based input are
very powerful means for communication. Their advantages
are: naturalness, more expressive, direct interaction and
freedom of expression through signs. Fig. 4 shows word-based
gestures for shoe while Fig. 5 shows same when we use
spelling-based gestures.
Recognition and interpretation of a sign holds biggest
challenge in gesture recognition. When a gesture starts or
ends, this is another research question at the moment for
image processing experts. However, when we deal with wordbased gestures the intensity of problem is reduced
considerably. In spelling based gestures a sequence of inputs
is given however boundaries are blurred [4].

A sign language uses manual communication and body
language to convey meaning rather than using sound to
communicate [25]. Every gesture represents a letter or a word
and it may hold different meaning in different languages for
the word “What” the sign in different Sign languages is shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Word based gesture for shoe.

Fig. 3. Sign of “What” in different sign languages.
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Fig. 7. Spelling based gesture for banana.
Fig. 5. Spelling based gesture for shoe.

III.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Spelling based gestures can be one hand or two hand, they
are usually one hand. That is another added benefit, we are
usually holding something in our one hand. So, one handed
interaction will give us more freedom.
Videos for both have been converted to frames. It was
found that the average time taken by word-based gesture
shoe(joota) took 4 seconds while the spelling-based gesture
for shoe(joota) took 3 seconds.
To compare different word based and spelling based
gestures, we used 30 words with five different signers. The
camera for capturing images can be any webcam, mobile
camera or ordinary laptop camera. The images are captured at
a resolution of 8 mega pixels. The images are taken from an
average distance of 4 to 5 feet.

Fig. 6and 7 shows gestures for Banana in both word based
and spelling-based gestures. Fig. 8 shows a chart of
comparison of word based and spelling-based gestures of few
words.
Using 5 signers, different videos for different words were
made by ordinary mobile and laptop camera. The average
distance between the signer and image capturing device was 5
feet appr. The experiment was repeated time and again for
different signers. Table I gives measure of average time taken
by each gesture.
TABLE. I.

TIME COMPARISON OF SPELLING BASED AND WORD BASED
GESTURES (TIME IN SECONDS)

Spelling based gestures

Word based gestures

Apple

6

4.5

Banana

7

6.5

Raisins

7

6.5

Lychee

7

7

Mango

4

5.5

Shoe

3.5

5

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pakistan sign language has been taken as a case study for
experimentation however any sign language can be chosen.
By looking at the video comparison result of both types, we
can draw the following conclusions:
1) Both types of gestures take almost the same time.
Difference of time in both is almost negligible.
2) Spelling based gestures are very easy to learn and
generate. A signer needs to learn only 26 alphabets and 10
numeric signs.
3) If we can devise an algorithm that can separate
character boundaries, we can use a construct like finite
automata or fuzzy logic to identify the sign.
Fig. 6. Word-based gesture for banana.
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Spelling Based and Word Based
Gestures
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5.5
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4

5
[7]
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[8]

[9]

APPLE BANANARAISINS LYCHEE MANGO SHOE
spelling based gestures

[10]

word based gestures

Fig. 8. Graph of word based gestures and spelling based gestures time
measured in second.

[11]

4) If we can devise an algorithm that can identify first
alphabet of the gesture, searching the gesture in data set
becomes very easy.

[12]

V.

Although word-based gestures are in use all over the
world, adopting spelling-based approach can bring a
revolution for deaf as well as for an effective touch free
interface. Every region has its own sign language. Although
the whole research in this area started with an idea to facilitate
the deaf community but it actually formed the basis of touch
free interface for smart devices. This leads to a very strong
need for universal sign language. Moreover, estimating start
of a gesture and end of a gesture can be a very attractive area
of research. At the moment it is very hard to separate symbols
however in next few years advancements in technology will
be able to easily handle this issue. Present research can
recognize static gestures with great accuracy. Very soon
spelling based gestures will be adopted as this is most easy
way to expand the sign language.
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